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PRINCIPAL'S DESK
"It all begins and ends in your mind. What you give power to has power over you, if you allow it"
If you wish to create a good impression of yourself towards others, you would rather consider seeing
things on a positive side. You will learn to deal with others with respect, have more consideration and sensitivity towards their feelings and opinions.
Positive thinking enhances our personality through the positive character traits we get out of it. These admirable traits help us grow in personal and professional aspect of our life. By cultivating constant positive
thinking habit, we develop enthusiasm, optimism, self-esteem, confidence and self-control.
With a positive mind set it is the need of the hour, to root students firmly in an enabling and constructive
work atmosphere with the edifices of learning acting as a spring board for honing skills and harnessing unbound talents of young students. 'Inspiration 2018' is a platform for such young talents to showcase their
creative ideas. It is an amalgamation of literary and art work by the senior students of classes IX to XII.

On an optimistic note, I am happy to say that the English Department has very positively succeeded in publishing the first newsletter 'Inspiration 2018' . I am sure this will inspire many more students to exhibit their
inherent talents with a positive mind. I wish everyone a lot of success for all future ventures.
Regards
Principal
John Dominic George

EDITOR’S NOTE
“The struggle you are in today is developing the strength you need for tomorrow.”

Very few have fully realised the wealth of sympathy, kindness and generosity hidden in the soul of a child
and inspired them. The effort of every educator should be to unlock that treasure and Indian School Nizwa
has successfully been doing it for the past 28 years.
We are pleased to launch our first E-Newsletter “INSPIRATION 2018” with a wide range of poetry,
article and paintings. This edition is to be viewed as an inspiration for the children’s creative urge to blossom naturally as the saying goes “mind like parachute works better when opened”. This humble initiative is to set the budding minds free in the realm of imagination and experience, to create a world of beauty.
The ideas exhibited by our young talents will surely stir the minds of the readers and take them to a surreal
world of joy and pleasure. I heartily wish all the readers my best wishes and hope this newsletter will
prove itself to play a vital role in the all round development of the students.
Regards
Rani Raj
Editor
E-Newsletter
(Volume 1)

THE GLASS WINDOW

The girl in that frock
tattered and mented
a million times
stood staring at
the glass window,
under the scorching sun
her eyes wide
and face muddy,
hand of hers binding
a rusty iron can
stood she, her feet
bare.

Years
Fought
rivals
I got
when you called me names
Which I couldn’t bare
And all I could do
Was scare you with my stare.

Pairs of eyes moved
around in time,
went in a few
for the glass window,
stood she mere staring
at her dream.
Her craving the pain
The pain devoured me.

back
like
angry

Shut you out
Not once, but multiple times.
Decided not to talk to you ever.
And then,
We were reunited again
As sharing snacks was more important
Than our ego would ever be.

The clock did tick
new pairs moved around,
and stood she staring
at the glass window.
Then came a hand on her
fell she violent,
the pain still in
crawled she away,
still staring.
I compare not human
and an animals,
do they have a heart
and human don’t.
Dusk darkened the street,
and shutter pulled before
opened was the glass window,
now lay that cake
on the leaves and dust.
I hear the pain
near not,
can do I nothing
me just a statue
by the fountain.

GEETHU PETER

(XII A)

A BOND OF LOVE

And now
We don’t fight anymore
Even though you still call me the same names
As I realized
For you not calling me words was more unbearable
Than not hearing them.
I would never want to shut you out
For you are my brother.
My first friend, and would always be one
Every other day.
Even though you are thousands of miles away,
This sister of yours
Is too strong to not fall
So don’t worry
For I am unbreakable
And this bond of ours will forever be noticeable.

MANPREET KAUR
(X A)

BEAUTY OF LIFE

When
you
see an egg cracking
Holding on for a while
And when the chick puts its leg on earth
You see the beauty of birth.

When a toddler runs around the house
Smashing plates and cups,
With lots of merry in the kid’s mood
You see the beauty of childhood.

FRIENDSHIP

Friendship is a journey for finding new
relations
Which the God joined without
A stop or a break in between.
Friendship is a new life, a new soul,
For a partner or a friend with you.

With lots of laughter and hangout friends
With lots of parent’s plans in store
Including anger that no one has ever seen It is a capsule that does not break
A ship that does not sink in its journey
You see the beauty of teens.
And a garden that stays, united
With a smile in each other’s face.
When a person takes a move he wishes
With lots of talent and hope
When they get the problems to come to a Oh! What a beautiful and wonderful place
Ever I have seen.
halt
You see the beauty in the life of adults. For me and you are partners for
I must not be scared by the word uttered
By someone, somewhere
As for sure, it’s my friend.
With lots of patience and steadiness
- ANNS MARIYA
And eyesight getting numb
IX- A
When they wait for their last breath to
mold
You see the beauty of the old.
When you read these lines
Rolling your eyes
You see the beauty of life!
LIKITHA
(XB)

STORMY DRIZZLE

As each morning erupts we Keralites pray
God, let the crying dark clouds soon go
ASTRAY!
‘Gods own Country’ – you’ll soon be fine
This is the word of us Keralites and not
just mine.
Soorya Prasad
(XI A)

DERANGED

Heavy
rains pouring all over
Sinking cars even the land rover
Collapsing houses and falling trees
Stormy winds that’s no more a breeze
Lives of the living getting miserable and
tough.
Now this is no more like the blind man’s
bluff
Fiercely roaring thunder and splattering
raindrops
Half sunken houses and destroyed crops. This world
Which I rather call the world of settlers
Is deranged for a paper.
Flash floods and landslides happening
A piece of paper,
everywhere
Is it happening to warn or is it just to To which they give their entire importance
scare!
For it gives them happiness.
Heights of flood growing day by day
The ways to bring a smile on the face
The Gods are angry is what others say.
Might be limitless,
Huge throngs praying for this suffering to
Ways that are endless.
end
‘A Helping Hand’ we wish someone But this world finds their smile by just
would lend.
one way
One piece of paper
Rescue operators all busy in their mission Which the known calls as
Safeguarding the trapped and the needy is MONEY.
MANPREET KAUR
their vision.
Animals and humans running for their
(X-A)
lives
Birds and bees hiding in their hives.
Came as saviors in with their boats
Saved millions including Billy goats
Fishermen they are, the sons of the seas,
Pillars of strength they’ll always be.

READ AND REACT
INFINITY OF BEAUTY
When we learn to let go..

If you stare into the infinity of the sky,
You see artisans start painting by,
In the painting you can see little
toddlers trudging past,
You can never say till when the
sweetness will last,

When we learn to let go, we give God a
chance to do the work.
Ask, believe, let go, receive.
Believe in yourself. All of us will undergo
several emotions but never reply when
you’re angry, always be calm and try to
handle those situations with positivity.
Never make a promise when you’re happy.
Situations and emotions may come and go
but the trust and promise that you make
when you’re in different phases of life
should be kept up with all your honesty.
Never take a decision when you’re sad because sensitivity which resides inside all of
us make us depressed to an extent.
Therefore, at times sensitivity leads to
wrong decisions.

To say about depressed people, they will
not be interested in doing anything. They
lose the ones whom they thought will be
with them forever. The ones who leave are
the ones who don’t have the ability to unJust look at the colours of the little boy’s derstand one another’s feelings. The ones
fate
who stand together with them are the ones
to whom God has gifted the ability to be in
Of not getting a piece of extra cake,
the opposite person’s place and understand
their feelings.
Would you believe that the boy’s hair mop
Is as black as a raven’s locks,
Meditation is
I guess I saw a heavenly bird at the corner one way to
of my eye
overcome deAlong with a missile thrush swoop by.
pression
and
become optimistic. Being an optimistic, they can take
strong decisions which they couldn’t take
Finally I would appreciate that artisan,
For blowing my imagination how nobody during their depressed state. Take strong
decisions- these will be the best decisions
can…..
taken in life.
VIVA VIJAYAKUMAR
LIKITHA
(X B)
(XB)
Would you adore the flying leaves,
Or the melodious humming bees.
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